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NEW INDEX
With !his issue of "INFORMATION" members are being sent
a copy of a new comprehensive index of all issues up to and
including No. 69.
The Society is most indebted to Mrs Patricia Ryan tor
voluntarily undertaking the considerable task of preparing
this extensive index.
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Editorial:
Brick Among the Prizes
I owe to Patricia Heynolds, Keeper of Social History at Buckinghamshire County
Museum, ChurctlStreet, Aylesbury, information on the Museum of the Year 'Award
for 1996.
When the museum in Aylesbury was refurbished in the early 1990s, new displays
were installed. Instead of the usual format of individual' rooms and/or cases
about 'Rural Life', 'Natural History',
'Archaeology', etc., Buckinghamshire
County Museum has adoped a multi-disciplina-~ approach. Eight themes were chosen
one of which is Clay County. This includes reconstruction ofpart af a brickworks:
Buckinghamshire has weIl over two hundred known briekyard sites in the modern
administrative county. Yisitors to the museum's display can listen to an oral
history tape about brickworks, one of several possessed by the museum. Thereare
two small displays of bricks. Going back in time the display includes medieval
pottery from Brill and the geology of clay. The Clay County display does not
neglect the natural history aspects of the landscape. Disusedclay pits make
excellent nature reserves.
The society's congratulations are offered to Buckinghamshire County Museum for
the joint award in 1996 of the Museum of the Year Award. The other recipient also
has connections with brick. Uppark, Sussex, is a house well-known because of the
fire. The brick hause was by William Talman, of £.1685-90, a very early work of
this late Stuart architect: it is more than a decade earlier than his work in
stone for the first Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth, Derbyshire. Talman was
responsible for south and east wings, the former with the chapeI and state rooms,
the latter with the Painted Hall, suspiciously like the former Elizabethan great
hall, and the 1ibrary , originally the gall ery , and again suspiciously like an
Elizabethan long gallery. Elizabeth Shrewsbury's great hause, which her Chatsworth
was, had no fewer than 78 hearths, a figure exceeded only by six other hauses,
to the best of my knowledge, and one of these was also built by the countess.
Uppark is not on this scale: it dates to after the period for which Hearth Taxes
survive. But a figure of around forty, perhaps a fe~ less, fireplaces ssems not
unlikely. It is at the opposite end of the size range for late-seventeenth-century
houses to Melton Constable Hall.
Uppark was unique in its interiors because the successive nineteenth-century
owners, who were the employers of H.G. Wellst mother, feIt unwilling and were
financially unable to redecorate in the latest taste. Restoration of these
interiors after the fire led to the joint award with Buckinghamshire County
Museum.
While on the subject cf prizes, the editor might be permitted an indulgence. In
1996, the Royal Institute of British Architects set up the James Stirling Prize,
in honour of the memory of an humane architect, one whose buildings do add
"Commoditie; Firmeness, and ])elight". Certainly that is true of the Centenary
Building of the University of Salford, jointly nominated in the educational
buildings seetion and winner of the overall prize. Sitting in the refectory
(e~uals downmarket student cafel) of the Adelphi Campus one sees the new building
across the courtyard ,and although brickless veFY fine it looks too. The
Centenary Building houses the Department of Industrial Design.
Mention earlier in this editorial of both Melton Consta~le Hall and H.G. Wells
was deliberate. Hany members will have seen the listing of "The 100 greatest
books of the 20th centurylt put out by the booksellers, Waterstones. Surprisingly
neither H.G. Wells nar The Go-Between figure in the list. wells wrote most of
his best novels before 1900 which may account for the omission. But I like
The Go-Between, a novel to which I was introduced thirty-seven years ago: it was
2-D
'A' level set book. There was a radio adaptation in 1961 and the film followed
about a deeade later.

The house used as the countrJ house in Norfolk was Melton Constable Hall, which
was perhaps a little too grand far the family portrayed in L.P. Rartley's novel.
One got the impression that this was a much more minor land-owning family: a
horne farm and one or two farms, of comparatively modest size, leased out. The
house would have been more modest than Uppark. The real Norfolk house for Mareus'
f8mily in The Go-:Between might have been Felbrigg, although the preparatory
sehool suggests even this house may have been too grand. the family were not,
by Edwardian standards, and trickle-down, especially wealthy.
At the lower end of the social scale were the Morels, the name D.R. Lawrence
gave to his own family in Sons and Lovers: that was another book to which I was
'introduced in September 1960. It appears on the Waterstone's list surprisingly
."high,atnumber twenty-eight. Perhaps it bears out the comment made tome by
':"Russell
Key, who taught both the chainnan of this society and myself , that he
"la1ew S'Ons and Lovers would last but he was less certain about The Go-Between.
,\TheMorels, in the mining village, lived in a brick hause, one no larger than
,,:tho'se
'which still stand a quarter of a mile to the north of where this editorial
iS'bEdng written: they are the location of the street scenes of the television
soap opera 'Coronation Street'; similar houses occupied streets opposite the
editor's flat until the late 1980s. That is where the fabled Salford Quays is,
with the large brick building, a clone of Holabird and Root's Chicago Board of
Trade of 1935, which was awarded the Brick Development Association's Quality
:Brickwork Award as National Winner in 1994. Harbour City is almost sixty years
younger than its Chicago progenitor.
Harbour City does have fine brickwork; on'the dockside face with masses of blue
glass it looks attractive and certainly well-proportioned. ]ut "Commoditie,
I think not. I would think so of Melton Con:lltable
Firmeness, and Delight
Hall or Uppark.
ll

,

Houses are like books; they can be appreciated without knowing rouchabout the
subject matter. Anyone may read Far from the Mading Crowd or Sons ar!dLovers
without knowing anything about the social history or rural Dorset or the mining
district of the NottinghamshirejDerbyshire borderlands in the late nineteenth
century. As portrayals of these counties at that time, the novels are valid in
their own right.

Similarly one may appreciate Melton Constable Hall or Uppark knowing little of
the details of English,architectural history in the late seventeenth century.
Anyone may view 'The Blue Boy' or 'The Blue Lady' knowing little of Thomas
Gainsborough or Pieere-Auguste Renoir. One merely visits the Henry E. Huntington
Library in San Marino, California, or slightIy more accessibly the National
Museum of Wales, Cathays Park, Cardiff, for the latter to appreciate either as
great paintings. The companion piece, 'The Pink Boy' by Thomas Gainsborough,
is more easily viewed: it is in the Rothschild Collection, Waddesdon, near
Aylesbury. Perhaps one might combine with a visit to Buckinghamshire County MuseUff
But where books are concerned,_ I am slightly at a loss to understand why that
adaptation of Norse saga by a Professor of Old English should occupy first place
in Waterstone's list. Does this, one asks, reflects the backgound of those
customers who bothered to fill in their form£ Or perhaps, it reflects a somewhat
conservative and trendy cast of mind. lt is the omissions which surprise:
R.H. Tawney, J.M. Keynes, J.K. Galbraith, even F. l1ayek with whose economic
progneses I profoundly disagree, W.H. Beveridge, all are names which strike
this man as having contributed more to the twentieth centur;Yand its most
significant literature. If you are going to read saga surelytranslation is
better, if like the present writer the limited command cf Old Norse and Old
Icelandic has been lost through a lack of use.

The Lord of the Rings and, to a lesser extent The Hobbit, are both based
on the sagas of which J.h.R. Tolkein was an acknowledged master drawing pieces
from the various Icelandic and Norse stories, histories and myths to make up
his fantasy world. Uf course, in this world of HEFe assessment spending one's
spare-time inventing a make-believe world for personal profit would not fit
with the external expectations of the life of a distinguished professor.
Tolkein was that if a little eccentric. He also came from ~irmingham, a city
the British Brick Society will be visiting o~ Saturday 17 May 1997. I do not
know: if Michael Troughton has Hagley Road among the places to be visited. I da
know we have a very full day in prospect, including the interiar of the
Birmingham Law Courts by Aston Webb and Ingress Eell (1887-91). Arecent article
in The lYlanchesterGuardian noted the twin towers of Gandor" and asks if two
structures on the skyline visible from the Hagley Road are its inspiration.
11

One is a brick folly constructed for an eccentric named John Perrott in 1758.
The other is the Victorian waterworks, part of the Joseph Chamberlain improvement~
to his native city: municipal gas-and-water paternalism, later extended to
electricity, a subject perhaps for future research on brick availability?
It is pleasing to know that brick has contributed to one group's suggested
"greatest book of the twentieth century". Two brick towers symbolising different
ideas for the material's use, built a century or perhaps a little more apart.
Erick has definitely been among the prizes.

Having verbally assaulted the critics' choice, the writer feels obliged to offer
his own: editor's licence, I am afraid. The authors I quote on the previous page
all appear in a list which restricts itself to post-1918 items.
The list of authors began with R.H. Tawney. It is not just for Eguality (1931)
and The Acquisitive Society (1920) but for that intellectual . tour-de-force,
delivered as the Henry Scott Holland Lectures for 1922, Religion and the Rise
of Capitalism (19~6). Its influence was considerable, not just on the generation
educated between the two world wars but also for those, like rnyself,whose
education was not completed until more than twenty years after 1945.
With J.M. Keynes it is difficult to know where to begin. Two volumes strike as
of lasting significance: The Economic Conse~uences of the Peace (1919) and, of
course, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Moner (1936), a volume,
one may readily admit is dense to read, but, then so are many worthwhile books.
Even though I profoundly disagree with its analyses, one does recognise the
signific,-~nceof F .A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom (1947), and the significance
this book has had for governments as they struggle to grapple with the problems
of society and economic order in the past twenty years.
Those problems are considered from one angle by J.K. Galbraith, first in
The Affluent Society (1958) and second in The Culture of Contentment (1991), and
from another by David Marquand in The Unprincipled Society (1988). Much of the
same ground is covered, less elegantly one feels, in Will Rutton, The State
We Are In (1994). Post-1945 society in Britain relied for so long on the
principles which underpinned a government report: W.H. Eeveridge, Report on
Social Insurance and Allied Services (1942).
The Five Giants - want, idleness, squalor, disease, ignorance - are as relevant
today as they were in the culture which produced the ]everidge Reporto The
remedy is the same as it was more than half a century ago: bricks-and-mortar.
Our field does have relevance to the "greatest books of the twentieth century".

t:.:

i

Such as has been quoted becames one's not-quite bedtime reading if one
investigates the interesting E!.uestion,"How far was David Lloyd George's
promise of "a fit country for heroes to live in", the task he set government
on 23 November 1918 in Wolverhampton, fulfilled in the ~~enty years which
followed?"
That 4015 million homes were built in the two decades between the two world
wars was a considerable achievement. All were not brick-built, but the majority
were; not all were hautes, perhaps ten percent were flats and about five percent
bungalows. But the great majority, over eighty-five percent, were family homes:
the typical 1930s semi-detached. Assuming an outside dimension of 18 feet by
25 feet and all walls were of brick or brick-based products, this gives around
26,220 bricks per house. But with chimneys, which consume a lot of bricks for
the floor area they occupy, and garden walls, an average of 30,000 bricks per
house may be envisaged. For 4.15 million hornes, this meant that between January
1919 and September 1939, somewhere in the region of 125,000,000,000 bricks were
fired for hornes alone, and no allowance has been made in that figure for losses
in the kiln, distribution, or working. It gives an annual average of 62.5 million
bricks, which suggests that in some years brick production exceeded . 100 million
bricks; exceptionally it topped 150 million bricks for houses alone.
Watch this space for further details of estimates of brick production 1919 to
1939.
All of which is a long way from "great books", but two by the same author have
yet to be mentioned. Keith Thomas wrote first Religion and the Decline of Magic
(1971) and then turned his attention to Nan and the Natural World
Changing
Attitudes in England, 1500-1800 (1984). The latter, certainly, is of interest
to those who study the humble brick.

There are those who are still old-fashioned in the mode of communication and to
whom the INTERNET is a mysterious piece of m~c:
Or alternatively, it is yet
another manifestation of the degree of control being exercised on people's
lives by the computer and its gurus.
However, some people like using it. I owe to Patricia Reynolds, Sandra Garside
Neville and Penny Berry knowledge of the forthocoming event ronGent, Belgium,
on the heritage of the brick and tile industry happening in Autumn 1997.
Further details will be posted in future issues of BBS Information.
Sadly we have two deaths to report.
}~
members of the British Brick Society will have seen the press notices of
the death of Henry Holt. An obituary follows this editorial.
We will be keeping members informed concerning the disposal of the brick
collection and the accompanying documentation.
The second death is not of a member but many will be aware of the brick
sculptures which adom the facade of Bristol Eye Hospital, Lower Maudlin Street,
Bristol, opposite the exit to the bus station.
Walter Ritchie created his series of panels on the theme of Creation to fill
the whole of the street facade on the ground floor of the Bristol Eye Hospital.
Brick was Walter Ritchie's forte. Panels were created by bricklayers to his
precise specifications and he could then work on them. No fewer than fifteen
hundred different kinds of brick are made in Britain. Our material provided
richness of colour, unpretensiousness~ and~ above all, solidity in the making
of a panel of carved brickwork, itself apart of the whole in a brick buildingo

The next issue of BES Information, number 71 (May 1997), will be devoted to
'Brick in Churches'
now that material has been recpived on the topic from more
than two contributors.
Both of these contributors submitted more than one piece. A further issue
devoted to 'Brick in Churches' is planned. To given members time to research
and write their pieces, this is unlikely to be be fore February 1999, wbich
would be BBS Information
76
but may be BBS Information 77 (May 1999).

Contributionsare,
naturally, welcome on all aspects of brick: the bricks,
themselves, their manufacture, aspects of brickmaking machinery, styles of
bricklaying and other technical aspects of the craft, and all forms of
brick buildings.
The length of this editorial has meant that one itern, kept for several years
in reserve, has been taken out, not for the first time. The editor is the
author so no other contributor is made to feelIeft
out.
However, the stock of contributions is almost down to those written by two
persons and further items for use in 1998 would be welcome.
But as noted in the editorial to BES Information
editor does plan to move house sometime in 1997.
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(October 1996), the

l'!emberswishing to submit articles are therefore requested
(on 0161-743-0640) to check on the editor's address.
DAVID H. KENNETT
Editor
BBS Information
St Matthias the Apostle

to telephone

first

1997

Obituary: Henry Holt
All members of the British Brick Society will be saddened to learn that
Henry Holt died in December 1996 following the death of Mary, his wife, earlier
in the year. It was in 1977 that Henry and Mary started writing to us after I
had seen his picture in the paper. The couple first visited our horne in 1979
and swapping bricks and information began. A Lancashire man, Henry had been .a
master builder as weIl as a farmer and was very knowledgeable about horses. He
had also worked in the timber trade and I remember him describing journeys into
Manchester with a horse and cart between the wars compared with similar journeys
in the 1980s in bis Range Rover to collect bricks.
Henry and }'larywere a "team" ,."henit came to brick collecting;
venturing out
together to collect the bricks and bringing them horne to clean. TIley then
researched the brick name and sketched and recorded the details ~~d history of
the brick. Photographs were taken of the find site and when possible of the
brickworks. Their dedication to the written record in Mary's very neat handwriting
is much admired and is a most valuable source of brick history for the country.'
I am told by Mr Holtls niece that the numerous files are now safely deposited
with the Lancashire Museums Service.
Henry and Mary gave interviews for the press and worldwide coverage resulted in
bricks arriving from Nexico, France, Germany, Canade, the U.S.A., New Zealand,
Australia, andChina.
They have been interviewed on the radio, featured on
television, and gave talks about bricks and brickmaking. Henry was very proud of
the history of his local area and shared his great knowledge of the brickworks
as well as of the quarries.

Fig.

1

Henry and Mary Holt of Hossendale, Lancashire,
the seven thousand bricks in their collection.

with some of

(Photo: W. Pnn Los)

Henry began collecting in 1963 but Mary did not join in lmtil 1968. When Henry
died at the age of 82, the collection had grown to 7000 bricks and they had been
visited by collectors from all over the world. The whole collection has been left
to Lancashire Museum Service but as members of the society may have seeen in
the press and television coverage, only 1500 have been housed so far. The true
value of the collection is its size and it would be a great shame if it had to
be split up to be housed.
I hope to be able to report in a future issue of
BBS Information that the wall of Henry and Mary Holt will be preserved under one
roof for future generations of brick historians. They both set a fine example for
others to follow.
The press headlines sum up the situation with 'Museum hits brick wall in
collection poser' and t Bricks looking ror a roof '. 'l'hecredi t the couple
deserve is in the headline 'Collectors' Feat of Clay'
W. ANN LCG

£3

BRICK NEWEL-STAIRS AND BRICK TECHNOLOGY:
AN ALLEGED CHANGE
Terence Paul Smith
In his valuable study of the early Tudor country hause, Maurice
Howard develops the thesis that, in camparisan with the use of
brick in the fifteenth century, there is in the sixteenth century
'an apparent shift in what might be called the aesthetic use of the
material.' There is, according to this view, a turning away from
the exuberance of the Rye Hause, Herts. group of buildings (which
Howard takes as typifying fifteenth-century
brick architecture)
towards a general simplification of brick fa9ades; the 'available
expertise is now deflected away from the building as a ~hole
towards a concentration on brick lIfeaturesll, of which the famous
early brick chimney-stacks are undoubtedly the most prominent
survivals. I This thesis is linked with two others: first, following
claims made much earlier by Eric Mercer, that by the mid-sixteenth
century 'brick was beginning to lose its attraction among the elite,
and that 'most of the significant great hauses initiated in the
period c.1550 to c.1590 were built of stone'; and secondly, that
the 'trend towardS-the use of simpler designs 8eems to have extended
to building technology in brick in general."
Although there is a grain of truth in the first of these these~
- secular buildings did not, in the sixteenth century, continue in
the manner of the Rye Hause group of buildings - all three involve
serious over-generalisation
from an insufficient sampling of the
evidence whilst also failing to view that evidence against its
appropriate historico-geographical
background. It is hoped to
return to both the first two theses on a future occasion.
The present paper, however, is concerned solely with the third
thesis - that of an alleged change in brick building technology in
the first half of the sixteenth century. The claim is based on a
camparisan of the brick-built newel stairs at Rye Hause, Herts.
(.£...:..1443)
and Laughton Place, Sussex (probably of the 1530s).2 This,
it has to be said, is using selective evidence with a vengeance~
About twenty brick newel-stairs are now known, ranging in date from
the very end of the fourteenth century (Cow Tower, Norwich) to the
mid-sixteenth century (Eastbury Hause, Barking, Essex and garden
towers at Ashby-de-la-Zotich
Castle, Leics) (fig.l)3
Generalisation
from just two out of so many seems almost bound to lead to false
conclusions. In fact, an examination of the details of all the
stairs wholly undermines Howard's argument. The Laughton Place
stair, so that argument runs, fis noticeably simple in design when
compared with a fifteenth-century
example of an all~brick stair.
This shows in particular in the construction of its underside
vaulting and in the lack of finesse in its detailing, such as the
absence of a handrail incorporated into the brickwork.'4
There are, in fact, various ways of supporting the steps of
an all-brick newel-stair, but the two most common are: (1) a
semi-circular tunnel-vault, spiralling up beneath tpe steps and
constructed of concentric courses of bricks in its .outer half and
of 'ploughshare' forms of cut bricks in its inner half; and (2) a
series of shallow, three-centred arches radiating from the central
newel and carrying the steps on their backs.s The former method is
used at Rye Hause, the latter at Laughton Place. Howard is right
to see the former as involving the more sophisticated brickwork _
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and the more di~ficult to construct - although the latter is far
from crude or 'degenerate: in fact, it is itself brickwork of
a high order, if not as high as that of the tunnel-vault type. It
was, after all, the method used in the fourteenth century for the
splendid brick castle at Brederode, near Haarlern, in the Netherlands,
where the builders were fully capable of constructing brick vaults.6
The use of the (relatively) simple construction at Laughton
Place cannot, indeed, be taken as evidence of a change in bUllding
technology itself, still less of a decline in technological
competence. In fact, the very first example of a brick newel-stair
in England, at the Cow Tower in Norwich (~1398-9),
shows both types
of construction: the lower half is of tunnel-vault type, whilst the
upper half is of radial-arch type.? In later buildings both,types
occur throughout the period during which brick newel-stairs were
built; two mid-fifteenth-century
buildings in Lincolnshire - the
Tower-on-the-Moor at Woodhall Spa (probably of the 1440s) and the
Hussey Tower at Boston (probably of the 1450s) - show the radial-arch
type of construction,8 which then reappears at Laughton Place in the
1530s. Most other examples are of the tunnel-vault type, from the
lower half of the Cow Tower at the very end of the fourteenth
century to those at Eastbury House, Barking, probably of the 1550s,
and including the two examples in the Rectory at Upwell, Norfolk,
which must be more or less contemporary with that at Laughton Place.
It is clear, therefore, that both manners of construction co-existed
throughout the whole period of brick newel-stairs.
Exactly the same considerations apply to Howard's contention
that the absence of a handhold at Laughton Place shows a rlack of
finesse'. Handholds, in fact, are by no means universally present
in fifteenth-century brick newel-stairs.
Once again, the earliest
example - the Norwich Cow Tower - lacks a handhold. So does the
Tower-on-the-Moor, although the Hussey Tower, despite being otherwise
a virtual copy of the Tower-on-the-Moor,
does have a handhold. (To
add to the complexity of the picture, the Rochford Tower, Skirbeck,
Boston, only a mile or so from the Hussey Tower, is of the same
type, but in this case has a newel-stair of stone!) Perhaps most
significantly, there is no handhold in either of the two brick
newel-stairs in the surviving gatehouse of Kirby Muxloe Castle,
Leics. (1480-84, unfinished), for there is no lack of finesse in
this brick building, put up for one of the wealthiest (if ill-fated)
of fifteenth-century
magnates, William Lord Hastings, and designed for
hirn by John Cowper, one of the leading architects of his day!9 (Once
more, the fine brickwork castle at Brederode, Netherlands is a
telling example, for this too lacks a handhold in its brick newelstair.) The late examples at Castle Acre Priory gatehouse (1500x)
and the garden towers at Ashby-de-la-Zouch
Castle (mid-sixteenthcentury) do not have them. The earliest extant handhold appears to
be that at the Moot Hall - formerly a private house of the D'Arcy
family - at MaIdon, Essex, of 1435-40. It established a pattern
which was followed in all later examples down to the very last at
Eastbury House, Barking.10 They consist of a semi-circular depression,
spiralling up at a constant height above the treads, with a thre~quarter-roll handgrip rising from its bottorn. Precise details do,
however, differ: some are made up of long units equal to anormal
stretcher, others with short units equal to anormal
header, and
others again of a combination of both of these. What is important
for our purpose is to note the persistence of the type down to the
rnid-sixteenth century, beyond the date of Laughton Place."
There is, then, no evidence of a change or decline in the
technology 'of brick building in the sixteenth century. On the
contrary, mid-sixteenth-century
bricklayers were just as capable as
their fifteenth-century
forebears of putting up a staircase of
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difficult, sophisticated brickwork. Nigel Nicolson aptly describes
the Oxburgh Hall example as one in which 'bricks are used with an
astonishing virtuosity to create a smooth winding ceiling above
the steps, so ingeniously contrived that you wonder, even with the
evidence before you, how it can hold together.' 12 Oxburgh stands
just over halfway through the period during which such stairs were
built, and Nicolson's comment could be applied equally to stairs
constructed at the very beginning or, more significantly for our
purposes, at the very end of that period.
Howard's underlying mistake lies in treating the Rye House
group of buildings as typical of fifteenth-century
brick architecture,
which it never was. This inevitably affects the acceptability, or
otherwise, of his first thesis too. Brick building of the mid-fifteenth
century wa~ extremely varied, with all degrees from the sober
.
reticence of the Court style at Eton College to the brash display
of Faulkbourne Hall. So too in the early sixteenth century: there
is the stark simplicity of a Wormleighton, Warwicks. and the rich
exuberance o~ an East Barsham Hall, Norfolk. And there is everything
in between too. But all this is matter for another occasion - perhaps.
Not esand
1.
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Brick for a Day
The British Brick Society held two meetings in the latter part of 1996: the
Annual General Meeting at the Weald and Downland Open Air Museum, Singleton,
Sussex, and the Autumn Meeting at Eton College.

BRICKMAKING

AT SINGLETON

Following the society's 1996 AGM at the Weald and TIownland Museum, Singleton,
near Chichester, Sussex, members and their guestswere
able to enjoy the wealth
of interesting exhibits. Since Hs inception in 1967; "'the museUm ha"s collected
more than three dozen vernacular buildings from south-east England , carefully
recording them prior to dismantling and apinstaking re-erection at Singleton.
Oak structural framing is a major feature of traditional building in the region
and the jettied forms, characteristic
of the technique contribute to very
picturesque groupings. The object of our enthusiasm is in abundance too: it occurs
in structural brickwork and as irrt.illcladding to timber-framing.
Particularly interesting was the new visitors' entrance facility which combined
scholarly and skilful dismantling and reconstruction
with sensitive conversion.
The building, Longport House, formerly stood on a site which is now part of the
Channel Tunnel terminal at Folkstone, Kent. Meticulous attention had been paid
to the brickwork - numbering each brick in every course and rebuilding them in
their former relationships, reproducing
all the bulges and irregularities as
they had existed~
Briekmaking was weIl covered. British Brick Society member, Ron Ireland had set
up a moulder's beneh and his masterful demonstration
of handmaking brick stocks
was very popular. Ron told me that the rather fine late-eighteenth-/earlynineteenth-century
drying shed that sheltered him had formerly been at the
Causeway Brickworks, near Petersfield, Hants., where his father had worked before
World War 11. A pugmill house, complete with a horse-powered pugmill (but not a
horse), was an interesting relie of brickmaking in a small rural briekyard.
Another rare survi val of a once common rural machine was the wind pump by --ehe
lake. It came from a claypit near Pevensey, Sussex.
An afternoon at Single ton
the fascinating collection
I visited the museum twice
bites of the cherry - but
MICHAEL

is not enough to see more than an enticing sample of
built up over the past thirty yearS. Coincidentially,
within a month ofthe society's AGM and so had two
there is a feast to be had there.

RAMMETT

ETON COLLEGE

The subdued atomosphere of scholarly pursuits was temporarily disturbed on
21 September 1996 when the British Brick Society took a tour of Eton College.
The disturbance was not, however, caused by the descent of eighty-four society
members and guests, but by the school holding a charity fair. Same of the boys
had swapped their formal uniform for garish lycra shirts and others, in fancy
dress, were crawling on their hands and knees back to the school from Windsor
Castle to help raise money.
TIue to the popularity of our meeting, we were split into five groups to go round
the college. While the first tour set off, we took advantage of one of the offers
of the charity fair: to take a peek into Evan's, one of the boys' houses. A pupil
showed us the Dame's quarters and a seleetion of boys' roomso

Für the college tour, I was in a group conducted by Dr Goodman, an ex-housemaster
of the school. We stood in the courtyard, where for the first minutes, Dr Goodman
told us all he knew about the bricks. They were made nearby in what is now
Slough where a brickworks was set up in 1440 expressly for the purpose, working
with the well-known Brickearth of the Taplow Terrace of the Lower Thames. Bricks
were also used in the, then, state of the art drainage system that" comprised a
sluice gate which twice a day allowed water from the Thames to flush through a
series of channels washing slops and rubbish out into the river. Those specific
brick details over with, he gave us a very thorougn and interestlng commentary
on the history and running of Eton College. His enthusiasm and knowledge on this
was outstanding and more than made up for any shortage of esoteric references
to the bric~work.
In 1440 King Henry VI realized a dream to found "The King's College of Our Lady
of Eton beside WindsarII, aschaal
that would produce civil service and chui'ch
leaders to riyal those of France and the rest of Europe. Henry also wanted it to
be a place for studying theology as he was a keen Marist - a venerator of the
Virgin Mary. References to Mary are on the Lupton Tower, where there is astatue
of Mary, and, worked into the brickwork, a decorative motif of lilies in a lily
pot - a symbol of Mary. Eton quickly became a great place of pilgrimage and the
Chapel acquired many relics including the brain of Thomasa
Becket.
Same of
these relics can now been seen in the college museum where there is also a
pilgrim's badge bearing a reference to Eton in the form of the Greek letter
Epsilon and a picture of a tun (a small barrel).
In the early days, the school took seventy KingIs Scholars. Life was not at all
coIDfortable; the boys were all housed in claustrophobic conditions in the east
wing with a dormitory above and a classroom below. Now, every boy has his own roorr
in one of the twenty-five houses of the college. We went into the classroom, the
oldest classroom in Britain still in use. The room was very impressive with dark
wo oden panels and beams and long wooden desks with bench seats. It was the
tradition that a boy would carve his name in the window shutters if he were to
pass to King's GO~lege, Cambridge - another institution founded by Henry VI to
nurture his elite. The boys took to tbis idea with great gusto and every available
space had been carved with names, some in very elegant lettering.
In the upper classroom we became very concious of the great history of the
school. While we sat on spartan benches araund the huge room Dr Goodman pointed
out busts of ex-pupils above us: Shelley, Canning, Gladstone, Fielding, and many
more. Again the names of former pupils had been painstakingly carved into every
available wooden surface. This practice has had to be restricted and now a boy car.
only carve his nrime if he has at least two ancestors who were old Etonians.
Moving to the Chapel, we paused in the ante chapel where plaques and memorials
to ex-pupils and staff killed in past wars covered the walls. Their poignancy
was manifest when Dr Goodman told us that eleven thousand ex-pupils were killed
in the Great War: effectively a whole generation of studentsl
It was often the
case that a boy who left school at the end of one term would have been killed in
action by the end of the next. A French flag hangs there which an ex-master had
taken one night from behind enemy lines in German-occupied France. He proudly
presented this trophy to the school during his leave, but was killed in action
during his next tour of duty.
In the Second World War, tao, many old Etonians
were killed in action: sad statistics that are only partially offset by a proud
record of Victoria Crosses - the most recent recipient being Col. H. Jones for
his action at Goose Green during the Falklands conflict.
Going through the Chapel, we were shown the Grisaille artwork on the walls: very
intricate late-fifteenth-century
grey-and-white
wall paintings illustrating
scences from the miracles of the Virgin. These are considered to be the finest.
SlLrViving examples of Grisaille work in Europe. But I was more taken with the
stunning Burne-Jones tapestry of 1895 behind the altar, the fine near-abstract
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stained glass by John riper of the late 1950s and the stained glass of the
east window by Evie Hone, 1949-52, which replaced glass destroyed by
bombing in 1940.
After the Chapel we went to the College Hall where the Kingis Scholars dine.
These pupils are the school's academic elite and have passed an additional
extrance examination. Recognition of their subsequent accomplishments
is
proudly displayed at the dining tables, which are groaning under the weight of
numerous cups and trophies. It is the custom that the boys eat their meals
surrounded by these prizes. I think it must be hard for the more accomplished
ones to make conversation with their peers when they are fenced off by all the
gli tter.
The final stop of the tour Was the college museum: a a further glimpse into
Etonian life, ancient and modern, and where we saw Dr \Zoodman s canes on show;
he was pleased to tell us that he had never had to use them.
I

The number booking for the visit greatly exceeded expectations and not everyone
was able to have the Eton tea. Ey all accounts the spread of sandwiches, scones,
jam and cream, fruit cake, and tea was ~uite a treat. Our group , however, was
not on the tea list; but we were able to nip back to Evan's house for tea and
biscuits.
In all, it was a great day out; Dr Goodman was an excellent guide; the weather
was fine; and the charity fair, which we were able to visit earlier, was also
good fun. It was quite bizarre to be hustled, as in a Moroccan market, by
eloquent boys in morning coats offering their Christmas cards, raffle tickets
and a sporting chance on the Wheel of Fortune.
CLAUJ)IA
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1997 IN PROSPECT
Plans and active preparation are already
programme for 1997 and 1998.
Saturday

12

April

Saturday

17

}'[ay 1997

Saturday

14

June

Saturday

27

September

1997

Northern Spring Meeting
Brick in Liverpool
guide: David H. Kp.nnett
Spring Meeting
Birmingham
guide: Michael

19<)7

Northern Spring Meeting
date to be announced

in hand for the society's

Troughton

Annual
General
Meeting
Avoncroft Museum of Building,
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire

1997

Autumn Meeting
Hatfield, Hertfordshire
including Hatfield House
guide for morning: T.P. Smith

1998

Middleton and Oldham, Lancashire
to look at the work of ~dgar Wood
guide:
David tl. Kennett

Details of the Northern Spring Meeting 1997 were included in the mailing
of December 1997. Any member who has not received the notice or mislaid it
should contact David H. Kennett.
Details

of the Spring" Neeting

are included

in this mailing.

The Bri tish Brick Society is always lookinr: for new ideas for future meetings.
Suggestions please to MidlR,el HRmmpt,t:
...J::>vi r'I H _ !(pn'rlo+,+.
(')7'
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The society has also received notice of a future
may be of: interest to members. They are invited

event in Belgium which
to make direct contact.

The Working Group on Industrial Archaeology of Department Architectuur,
Hogeschool vor Wetenschap en Kunst, Campus St Lucas, Gent, is preparing a
survey on conservation projects dealing with the heritage of the brick and
tile industry: e.g. museums, brick and tile collections (public and private),
historie brick and tileworks preserved or reused, research carried out by
research institutes and other bodies, including volunteer organisations,
kilns owned and preserved by local authorities or preservation trusts, companies
that are still operatinG traditionally
or who produce hand-made bricks
and
tiles.
A first version of this survey will be presented during a three day meeting
on brick and tile heritage to be held in the autumn of .1997 in Gent (Ghent)
and in the brickmaking region of Boom in Belgium.
Further details from
Adriaan Linters
Lecturer in charge of Industrial Archaeology
Hogeschool vor Wetenschap en Kunst
Department
Architectuur
Campus St Lucas Gent
Zwartezusterstraat
34
B-9000
Gent
(Flanders, Belgium)
Telephone
email:

00(+32)9.2254290
alinters@unicall.be

F~x

Research

Group

00(+32)9.2234636

Brickmaking Gazetteers: Further Work in Progress
Further to the information given in 'Brickmaking Gazetteers: Work in Progress',
BBS Information, 69 (October 1996), 14-15, other members have contacted the
editor with note of work in progress, in proof, or published. This note should
be read in conjunction with the earlier reference.
In Cumbria, Ian Caruana has been collecting material on brickmaking sites in
Cumberland and Westmorland for same years but is not yet in a position to have
any plans for publication.
Pat Ryan has published Brick in Essex from the Roman con~uest to the Reformation
which is valuable for noting brick making in the county as weIl as brick building.
In Hampshire, a published gazetteer was omitted: A. Wright, A Gazetteer of
Brick and Tile Manufacturing Sites in North-East Hampshire,{1980).
This is at
present out of print, but Mr Wright informs me that he hopes one day to issue
a more up-to-date version.
An artiele on the brickworks of Hertfordshire
by Lyle Perrins is due for publicati
in the issue of Hertfordshire Archaeology expected to be published in August 1997
Peter Tarplee has sent details of work on brickmaking in Surrey, published by
the Surrey Industrial History Group. P. Tarplee, A Guide to the Industrial Histöry
of Mole Valley District, (1995), pages }-12, deals with extractive industries
including brickmaking.
The SurreyIndustrial
History Group have also published
similar volumes on Guildford and its Borough, Reigate and Banstead Borough,
Spelthorne,
Surrey Heath Borough,
Tandridge District,
Wo king and its Borough.
These are i~_p~int;out
of print are guides to Runnymede and.Waverley.
rfhanks are due to these correspondents

DHK

for knowledge

of their work.

Brick Queries
From time to time ~he British Brick Socie~y receives
requests for information about bricks, brickmakers,
brick buildings, and other matten, to da ':!i.th bricks.
Same of these raise questions for which na obvious source
of information is readily available.
These and answers or replies are printed in issues of
B13S Information as space is available. Single queries
are kept so that at least a page can be presented in any
one issue of the newsletter.
The enclosed queries came to the editor in the latter
patt of 1996. All queries received by 30iJecember 1996
are reproduced below.

DHK

VARIETIES OF FLETTONS

The photographs included in these notes raise a number of distinct questions
about different varieties of Fletton bricks which various members of the
British Brick Society may be able to shed same light upon.
1.

Two Inch Flettans

The photograph (fig. 1) shows 2 inch common Flettans discovered in the course
of the demolition of a building in Curzon Street, Landon, built in 1939, where
they had been used, on edge, to case steel stanchions and to fill shallow
rece~,;sesin a party wall. The shallow frogs have been descri bed as,' ta-;4poles'•

Fig. 1

Two Inch common Flettans

from Curzon

Street,London

My brother, ~lichael G. Hurst, teIls me that he remembers the architect
W.A. Forsyth being disappointed that 2 inch backing bricks were no langer
available for his buildings for the University of Hull in the Iate 1950s,
having used them a few years earlier.
These bricks were therefore, I 8urmise, available from LEG from the late 19308
to the mid 19505, to back up al1d bond with the 2 inch facing bricks then
popular with same architects.
Is anyone able to confirm this or to provide the true story?

Fig. 2

Individual Two Inch common Fletton bricks showing depth of brick.

1U/

2.

Yellow

~lettons

The photograph below (fig. 3) shows yellow bricks used to face the rear
elevation of a recently demolished building in Cork Street, London, dated
on the front elevation 1910.
The clearly says LBC PHORPRES (fig. 4, overleaf). When broken the bricks
show the crumbly texture characteristic of a Fletton, but they are yellow
through and through (fig. 3, centre); fig. 5, right). The weathered faces
are crazed in a way a contemporary Fletton would be expected to weather.
Can.anyone shed light on this. Are they Oxford clay? If so how was the yellow
body obtained? If not, what are they? They are clearly pressed and were made
by LBe TIidLBC make PHORPRES bricks from another clay?

Fig. 3

Yellow Fletton bricks from Cork Street, London.

3. Flatton

brickworks

and

frog

marks

Is there a list of Fletton brickworks? TIoes this list include frog marks and
the dates available? Is any list additional to material contained in The Clay
That Bums?
I have observed FARCO and CENTRAL, both in a building from between the
wars in Stoke Newington, and I suspect there must be others in addition to
the well-known ones.
Replies to any of these queries to
B.L. Hurst,
Hurst Peirce & Malcolm
Chartered Civil & Structural Engineers
Celtic House
33 John's Mews
Holbum
London
WC1N 2QL

Fig.

4

Frog of yellow Fletton
building dated 1910.

brick

from Cork Street,

London',.':trorii(
, :.~
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Fig.

5

Yellow Flettons from building in Cork Street
Note texture of broken brick on right.

London.
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IS IT ASNAll?

Can any member identify handmade bricks with a snail-shaped frog.
Individual bricks are % in by 4~ in by 2i in ; they weigh 7 lb.
They were found in a collapsed culvert near a derelict brickmaking site
at Lockwood, West Susse~, grid.ref.
TQ 055326.
Were they made there?
The site is incorrectly noted as Brickyard Farm by Molly Beswick in
Brickmaking in Sussex (1993) page 2230 Mrs Beswick confirms that it should
correctly be known as Brickkiln Farm.
Replies

to

Michael Hammett
Hon. Sec. BBS
9 Bailey Close
High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire

'SOSWELL':
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6Q.A

A SRICK ARCHITRAVE

In the course of my researches into the histpry of windows
have come across the term 'Boswell' in a building contract
seems to be a definite description of the flat architrave
period. It has not been noted other than in the reference
term may be exclusive to Ireland, though the ward boswell

in Ireland, I
of 1672. 'Boswell'
typical of this '
given below. The
is not Irish.

The manuscript is transcribed in a paper by Brian de Breffny, 'The Building
of the Mansion at Blessington', Irish Arts Review, 1988, pp. 73-77. The
relevant extract is as folIows:
to worke about every one of the upper windows
broad and three inches projecting •••

a Boswel1,

fourteen

inches

The word is not to be confused with pilaster, as the contract also states
that the artificer is to raise Drlck pllasters eighteen inches broad .and three
inches projecting on the first storey. As the house was 'destroyedby
fire in
1798 and is only known from one amateur drawing, it is not possible to make
any deductions.
If any members of the British
be grateful for any comments.
Nessa Roche
4 Charleville
Phibsborough
Dublin 7
Ireland

Road

Brick Society

can throw light on this, I would

